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Whether your looking for an awning to provide shade, or to create an all inclusive 
outdoor room to enjoy all year round, we have the outdoor product to suit - all 
custom made to fit your external shading requirements.

At dc+b our awnings are proudly 
made in Australia which means you 
can be sure of a higher standard 
of quality, more variety + better 
service; all vital advantages.

Our Folding arm awnings feature 
duel spring systems in the arms 
controlled by dynema tape unlike 
most which are controlled by a 
heavy chain system. 

Dynema tape is over 5 times 
stronger than the traditional chain 
system. Designed not to be effected 
by the elements it wont rust or get 
clogged with dirt and dust providing 
a smoother longer lasting system. 

Our awnings are 100% custom 
made ensuring you get the perfect 
fit for your home. 

+ Stylish

+ Robust

+ Energy efficient

why choose dc+b  
folding arm awnings

+  Established in 1967 - A company 
you can trust

+  Family owned + operated 
Australian business

+  Affordable + value for money 

+  We do it all so no hidden costs 
- Our experienced team quote, 
measure manufacture + install

+  Free in-home consultation service

+   The largest network of showrooms 
in Australia making it more 
convenient for you to visit our 
team at your local dc+b showroom

+   Australia’s largest range of 
samples + full sized displays 
so you can be confident you’re 
making the right decision

+  Made for you - Australian  
made, for the Australian market

+  Flexibility - Choose your style, 
fabric, transparency, colour, finish, 
control type + accessories from 
Australia’s largest range

+  No short cuts - 100% custom 
designed + manufactured

+  Consistent quality - Every 
product goes through stringent 
quality control testing

+  Market leading - The highest 
quality fabrics + componentry 
made to last in Australia’s  
harsh climate

why choose dc+b
+  Peace of mind with our three 

year warranty

+   Exceptional quality which 
provides long term value + 
increases your property’s 
appreciation

+   Market leading materials, 
manufacturing processes, 
advanced technology + 
quality control systems

+  Authentic 100% custom made 
handcrafting without any  
pre-fabrication or shortcuts

+  Australian Business Quality 
Award Winner

+  Best of Houzz Service  
Award Winner 
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features + benefits
Our range of Folding or Retractable Arm Awnings 
are ideal for extending your living room outdoors.

+ Australian designed, Australian made

+ Custom made to fit widths up to 7 metres wide*

+ Extends living spaces

+ No obstruction posts underneath 

+  High quality fabrics + componentry suitable  
for the Australian climate

+ Stringent quality control + testing

+ Reflects heat + keeps interiors cool

+ Smart motion sensor control

+  Folding Arm Awnings are a sun control product, 
not an all-weather product and should be 
retracted in wet weather and windy conditions. 

*4m projection has a maximum width of 6m wide 
*Available in selected stores only
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automation
+ Easy to operate

+  Easy to use remote control or smartphone app 

+  Control one Awning or a group at the same time

+ Clean, modern look with no cords

+ Suitable for difficult to reach windows

+  Operate heavy window coverings with ease 

+ Child + pet safe

We offer this product as an Automated product and 
there’s a very good reason for that. The motion sensor 
detects when the weather has changed and the wind has 
picked up and instantly retracts the Awning to protect it. 

With an Automated motion sensor the Awning becomes 
smarter, protected from damage and therefore any 
associated costs, and gives you peace of mind because  
if you’re not home when bad weather strikes, it’s all  
taken care of for you.

We can customise the perfect Awning for your 
space to suit all your outdoor shading and location 
requirements. Available in a variety of designer fabrics 
and colours to complement your home.

A stylish and streamlined Awning, 
when extended it has no need for 
support posts underneath which  
keeps the area completely clear 
for furniture and more importantly 
entertaining! Ideal for outdoor 
entertaining areas such as courtyards, 
patios, pools, decks, and terraces.

The robust folding arm mechanism 
folds away and requires no other  
form of support or the construction  
of a fixed cover, so you can make  
the most of every inch of your  
outdoor entertaining space.

Folding Arm Awnings will greatly 
improve your outdoor living space, 
shading and protecting you and  
your outdoor furniture.

Ideal for large spaces, Folding Arm 
Awnings are made in custom widths 
and lengths and the folding arms  
allow the Awning to extend across 
large expanses. Extending and 
retracting the Awning is easy.
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piccolo folding  
arm awnings
Features + Benefits 

+ Great value

+ Compact

+ Open style

+ Entry level folding arm awning 

+ Suitable for smaller applications 

viento folding  
arm awnings
Features + Benefits 

+ Semi enclosed cassette design 

+ Compact

+ Heavy duty componentry

+ Suitable for large applications

+ Class 2 wind rating
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design options

The semi cassette offers a different 
aesthetic where a small amount 
of fabric remains partly visible 
when not in use. When retracted 
the fabric and mechanisms are 
protected from rain, UV and dirt. 
This ensures longevity while giving 
a softer appearance.

*Viento only

S E M I  C A S S E T T E

A modern industrial look with no 
cassette. This is the ideal choice  
to reduce costs but it will leave the 
fabric and components exposed 
to the elements.

*Piccolo only

N O  C A S S E T T E

fabrics
A world of choice.

With Australia’s largest selection of outdoor blind 
and awning fabrics, you’ve come to the right place.

Fabric is an essential part of choosing Awnings. 
Each fabric has its own unique characteristics and 
performance levels so it’s important to choose the 
best fabric for your lifestyle. 

hardware colours
B L A C K W H I T ES I LV E R



The largest range of custom made curtains+blinds+shutters+outdoor.
Contact us for your local store P. (03) 9237 1200 


